
What catch our eyes in Lee Tung Street today are the tape-sealed windows, the “This is an Urban Renewal

Authority property”signage and the yellow protest banners that claim “Give me back my printing street”. Lee

Tung Street is a war zone in the middle of Wanchai’s massive re-generation. On any day since the plan of re-

development was announced, one can find endless crowd taking photos of the “printing street”or “wedding

card street”before it vanishes.

In an attempt at “cultural preservation”, Community Museum Project conducted an unusual visual documentation

of this renowned street. Over the last 6 months, Community Museum Project, employing special photographic

technique and digital technology, has constructed a complete view of the facade of the buildings. This is the

same familiar street, but from an unusual view. We hope this is a complement to the usual text-based oral

history and documentary photography approaches. What is presented here is not merely nostalgia, but is an

often-neglected visual knowledge of a site. From here, we may be able to understand the ecology of a street.

Street as Museum:
Lee Tung Street

This is an English supplement to Street as Museum: Lee Tung Street Chinese edition.



The Makeup of the Street and Buildings
Founded in the 1910s, Lee Tung Street is situated in the old area of Wanchai. It is a short
(length 150m) and narrow (width 9m) street. The latter measurement is equivalent to the
height of a pre-war three-story tenement building. This was a common specification from
the early 20th Century, to facilitate maximum lighting and ventilation.

The evolution of street width in Wanchai, namely from narrow to board, reflects the different
stages of the district’s development. The oldest streets are those to the south of Johnson
Road. They resemble tiny blood vessels, fueling the area with much dense and intense
spatial relation.

The Buildings
The current outlook of Lee Tung Street was born out of the first re-development in 1958.
The street now accommodates 50 units of modern tenement premises. These buildings were
built with reinforced concrete; each unit is equipped with water supply, sewage system, a
narrow balcony, and metal window frame. With only a handful of developers involved, the
six-story buildings have a very uniform façade, and an almost shared rooftop. Lee Tung
Street is a rare case of a street from the 1950s still intact.

Iron Gates
Iron gate is the dividing line between private and public
spaces. The original purpose of the gates was to keep away
drug-addicts. The security device exhibits design styles over
time.

Letterboxes and Doorbells
Letterboxes and doorbells are the connection between
private and public spaces. They also reveal the way the
occupants organize themselves. Some of the letterboxes are
ready-made, some DIY, and some exist as a series, ordered
to make by the residents as collectives.

Various types and histories of doorbells can be found at the
entrances of the buildings. Early doorbells are stand-alone
and highly personalized, displaying names of the occupants
for easy identification. The residents have to make the
effort to go all the way to the street level to answer the
door. Modern doorbells usually come in an electronic
system, and with more functions, such as doorphone and
remote door-opening device.

Outdoor Signage
Lee Tung Street is canopied with double-sided advertising signs intruding into the public
space. There are more than 30 signs in such a short street, some of which almost touching
the façade of the opposite premises. Some signs are leftover of shops long moved out. The
signs, thus, overlap not only in terms of space, but also of time. The busy pedestrian and
vehicle traffic underneath the dense signs make up one of the most typical street scenes in
Hong Kong.

The images collected here show the business ecology, and the sale strategies and slogans of
different shops. The materials and production technology of these signs develop over time,
and determine the physical form of the display –from the vertical neon signs of olden days,
to the more recent acrylic light boxes, to the most-updated computer-printed signs. One can
also find the co-existence of left-to-right and right-to-left writings –the trace of different
writing fashions in different times.



Types of Shops
Though Lee Tung Street is famous as “Wedding Card Street”, tailors and barbers were the
earliest settlement. Then came the building material retailers and metal workshops. In the
late ‘50s, attempt was made by the government to centralize printing industry in a single
location due to the counterfeit banknote problem (some said speech control). Lee Tung
Street, with its common rooftop, met the fire regulation requirement, and became the
most eligible candidate. Off-set print shops started moving in, mainly producing
envelopes, letterheads and name cards. Hot blocking shops for red pockets and wedding
cards emerged in the ‘80s, part of a result of incubation. The print shops soon earned
their runaway fame for their celebrity customers and international orders.

By early 2004, print houses accounted for 40% of the total shops. Hair salons, laundry
shops and tailors are mostly connected by fellow apprentice relation. Metal workshops,
iron gate manufacturers and building material retailers are part of the metal industry zone
that spreads across several streets. Different businesses form their own network.

Several categories of shop forms can be seen: (1) regular shops, 67 units; (2) shops
underneath staircase, 5; (3) “one-dimensional”shop, 1 (shop that operates in a shallow
space against the wall); and (4) green metal hut, 1 (a standard structure for licensed
hawkers from the 1970s).

The Business Ecology
There is no shortage of old shops in Lee Tung Street,
history of many can be traced back to 1958. Over nearly
four decades, some of them incubated, some expanded,
some multiplied, some moved. An observer will be amazed
to find the complete development at the same time within
such a short street. Lee Tung Street is not only an intact
group of architecture, but also a preserve ground of
business ecology.

Hot blocking shops (15 units); Print houses (9); Restaurants (7); Hair salons
(7); Metalwork/iron gate ; Building materials (7); Laundry (3)/accessories (4);
Medical (3); Computer output (2)

One unit for each: stationery, mahjong props, tea, real estate agency, antiquity,
garage, telecommunication, optometrist, locksmith, wine and liquor, pet shop,
watch repair.

The Development of Print Houses
Since 40 years ago when the first print house set
its foot on Lee Tung Street, different generations
of print shops have come into being. The
emphasis on production gradually gives way to
services.

‘60s: closed-door factories
The off-set print shops are practically factory
space void of a shop front. There is no separation
between the office area and the machines.
Customers are greeted in a tiny office space near
the entrance.

‘80s: shop front and rear factory
Hot blocking shop has a prominent customer
reception and a partitioned factory area. Show
windows and shelves display not only printed
products, but also related souvenirs. The concept
of service provision is in the bud. Some “closed-
door”type print shops also began to set up
separate retail outlets on the same street.

‘90s: service-oriented
They are the close cousins of western-style
wedding planning or bridal supplies shops in terms
of decoration and ambience. The shop space is
mainly used as show room, displaying printed
products, souvenirs, wedding photos and videos.
Providing one-stop service, these shops are agents
instead of manufacturers. Printing machine is no
longer in sight.

Mutual Support
As many of the residents and shop-owners spend
most of their lives in the same street, relationship
thus grows among them.

Case 1: Kin Seng Tong/Ko Nga Shoes
Herbal medicine shop “Kin Seng Tong”is the last
combined shop-home in the street. In the ‘80s,
owing to the high rent, part of its shop and living
room space was partitioned and rent out. (We can
see a small portion of the Kin Seng Tong’s plaque
go behind the partition into the shoe shop.) Ko
Nga Shoes, the sub-tenant, has no toilet nor
water supply. To answer nature’s call, the owner,
Mr Chik, will go through the “secret passage”to
the medicine shop. The medicine shop also
provides Mr Chik with entertainment –he is a
regular to the afternoon mahjong playing.

Case 2: May Wah Tailor/Hau Wah Laundry
“May Wah Tailor”operates under a staircase,
specializing in ladies’wear. In 1976, owner Mr Lee
reached an agreement with the owners of the
building –he did not have to pay a rent, but in
return he had to pay for the cleaning, the
staircase painting, and the installation of an iron
gate at the premesis entrance. This agreement
still holds to date. May Wah does not have water
supply. “Borrowing water”, meaning borrowing
money in colloquial language, does not sound
good. But the owner of Hau Wah Laundry is kind
enough to let Mr Lee to use their water.

Case 3: May Ip Accessories/Wah Loon Hair Saloon
May Ip Accessories is another shop under
staircase. Her electricity and water supply comes
from the hair saloon next door for a nominal fee.
Sometimes when she is away, the staff of Wah
Loon helps to look over her shop.

The Close Secret of Multiplying
In Lee Tung Street, it is quite common that shop
owners, especially those of print houses and hair
saloons, have a master-apprentice, fellow
apprentices, or former employer-employee
relation. This partially explains the formation of
the“Wedding Card Street”.

Case 1: Three shops were opened by three fellow
apprentices from “Wah On”Hot Blocking Factory.
Contrary to the expected competition, they refer
customers to each other.

Case 2: The former staff of “Hanes Printing
Company”opened “Shing Chan”print house.

Case 3: “Ho Kee Printing”was run by the
daughter of the owner of “Tak Kee Printing”.
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Moving and Expanding in the Same Street
One characteristic of Lee Tung Street is that many shops chose to move or expand in the
same street. The highest record is set by “Yip Shing”the iron gate maker, which, at different
times, has owned six shop spaces. Emotional attachment may be one of the reasons, but the
main one is the stable source of customers. It is understandable (but sad) that when some
shops moved out of the street, staff was assigned to hang around the original site to catch
the old customers. The last 12 months witnessed many print shops moved, but coincidently
settled in another street in the neighbourhood. Perhaps a new Wedding Card Street is under
formation.

Lee Tung Street as a War Zone
The re-development decision of the Wanchai old district was first announced by the
government in 1997. In October 2003, Urban Renewal Authority (URA) set the plan in
action. 54 premises, 930 residences and shops and 647 ownerships are affected. Lee Tung
Street, one of the most famous landmarks in the area, was turned into a war zone by the
tension between the residents and the government.

Protest Banners
In January 2004, the takeover started. Many residents refused monetary compensation, and
counter-proposed property barter in the neigbouring Ship Street. The residents and shop
owners organized themselves into a concern group, and put up huge yellow banners to
express their demand. This became the new sight of the street. There was no direct
response from the Authority.

Street Notices
In March 2004, the residents started to work on their own “dumb-bell”proposal: the
tenement buildings in the middle part of the street would be kept and renovated in
installments to keep the outlook, while new high-rise only to be erected at both ends.
Residents and shop owners would be entitled to stay, so as to maintain existing social
network. Frequent meetings were held to discuss. The meeting call, agenda and report made
up the content of the street notice. This is also a reflection of the residents’mobilization.

Removal Notices
In November 2004, the “dumb-bell”proposal was rejected by URA on the grounds of its
being too complicated. The proposal was then submitted to the Town Planning Board, which
rejected it twice in March and July 2005 respectively, due to the lack of support from URA.
About the same time, the residents and shops gradually moved out. Removal notices were
placed to inform the postmen and customers.

Security Notices
“This is an Urban Renewal Authority property”signs and the tape-sealed windows became
the new sight in Lee Tung Street. With most occupants moved out, the remaining units could
easily fall to prey of burglars and pests. Security notices and health warnings were put up by
resident group and government alike.

In August 2005, URA resorted to Lands Resumption Ordinance, which empowered them to
forceful takeover when necessary. The takeover was expected to complete by November
2005. In September 2005, the residents appealed to overturn the verdict of the Town
Planning Board.
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The Community Museum Project believes that a museum can be a means to represent everyday living and values. Through the collection and interpretation of artifacts
and visual evidence, indigenous creativity, visual culture and public culture can be explored.

The Community Museum Project focuses not on establishing conventional “museum”hardware but carrying out flexible exhibition and public programs, often within
specific community settings. Through this process the Community Museum Project aims to nurture a platform to articulate personal experiences and under-represented
histories. It can also be an occasion to facilitate the participation of the public and cross-disciplinary collaboration. To us, “museum”is a method, whereas the word
“community”has three connotations: subject matter, settings and creative public interface.

Community Museum Project was founded in 2002 in Hong Kong by Howard Chan (cultural programme curator), Siu Kingchung (design educator), Tse Pak-chai and Phoebe
Wong (cultural researchers).

Contact : Tel/Fax: +852 2785 0428 E-mail: info@hkcmp.org Website: www.hkcmp.org


